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Abstract— In current society, there are numerous robots made 

for various purposes, including manufacturing, cleaning, therapy, 

and customer service. Other robots are used for enhancing H2H 

communication. In this research, we proposed a robotic system 

which detects the user‟s emotions and enacts them on a humanoid 

robot. By using this robotic avatar, users with motor disabilities are 

able to extend their methods of communication, as a physical form 

of expression will be added to the conversation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the United States, approximately 17,000 new spinal 

cord injury cases occur each year [1]. When the number is 

calculated globally, there is a significant population of those 

unable to move their bodies. Non-verbal communication 

which includes facial expressions, body posture, gestures, 

eye movement, and so on, complements verbal 

communication in human to human interaction. People who 

cannot create gestures to express their thoughts and feelings 

are void of this crucial communication component. Thus, the 

way in which people with motor disabilities communicate 

could vastly change with the use of personal robotic avatars 

which act as replacements for their bodies. By sensing 

physical movement within the same atmosphere, the users‟ 

conversation partners are hypothesized to better understand 

the current state of the user, as physical engagement 

increases between the user with motor disabilities and 

conversation partner. On the other hand, according to 

research by Mehrabian [2], under the circumstances where 

three of verbal, vocal and body language communications are 

sending contradictory content, 55% of communication lies 

within body language. This indicates that the accuracy of 

matching avatars‟ body language with users‟ utterances and 

emotions is important. 

Our goal was to design a robotic system which correctly 

and efficiently identifies the user‟s real-time emotion and 

creates abundant robotic expressions which can compensate 

for the user‟s lack of body expressions. We coined this 

system the “Ex-Amp Robot”, short for Expression 

Amplification. 

The requirements that meet the expectations for this 

system are summarized in the following list: 

TABLE I 

REQUIREMENTS AND RELATED PUBLICATIONS 

 

  

  
Affdex     

Facerig     

Orihime      

Jimmy     

Ex-Amp        

1) The user‟s changing emotions must be correctly 

detected and identified 

2) Robot must perform expressive body movements and 

gestures that suit the identified emotions 

3) The timing of robot reactions must not disturb the 

conversation 

4) The conversation partner should be able to understand 

the robot‟s actions 

II. RELATED PUBLICATIONS 

Table I organizes the related publications according to the 

necessary requirements for our research. In this way, our 

system requires an efficiently merged combination of 

technologies. By taking away aspects of each requirement 

category from related publications, we sought to create a well 

rounded, highly sophisticated expressive robotic avatar. 
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A. Emotion Detection 

Currently, the most common method of emotion detection 

is facial expression recognition. In addition to academic 

research [3], companies such as EYERIS [4] and Affectiva 

[5] provide their facial expression detection technologies to 

the public. Other emotion detection methods include speech 

frequency analysis and retrieve other speech parameters 

including pitch, duration, and energy [6] [7] in combination 

with facial cues. Other researchers have published their 

works on creating a deep learning model for speech emotion 

recognition [8]. In our work, we have decided to incorporate 

a commercial emotion detection system and sentiment 

analysis to create a higher level detection technology. 

B. Robot Movement 

For the Ex-Amp Robot to be effective, body language 

must be expressed by the robot in a natural, human-like way. 

Therefore, it is important that the robot can create a full 

range of motion. Both NAO and Pepper [9] are humanoid in 

shape, and can be very expressive with their 20 motors on the 

arms and lower bodies. Although most parts of their bodies 

move flexibly, the face has no motor for movement, and is 

invariably constant. There are previous works of robot heads 

manufactured to create facial expressions which were 

successful at creating complex expressions according to 

simple artificial consciousness [10]; however, such robotic 

facial expressions are unnecessary for the Ex-Amp Robot 

because our hypothetical users are capable of creating facial 

expressions for themselves. On the other hand, Whitney and 

the team at Disney research have created an enhanced hybrid 

configuration of fluid actuators that allow robot arms to 

create fluid motions [11]. Ideally, we would like to combine 

this technology to create movements that are as fluid as this 

Disney Jimmy Robot, to mimic the natural movements of the 

human body. 

C. Robots as Communication Medians 

OriHime eye [12] is a personal avatar that enhances H2H 

communication by creating emotion expressions with 

movement. This product is targeted towards users with 

intractable nerve diseases who are unable to move. While it 

is very similar to the overall idea of our research, it is 

different in two aspects. First, OriHime eye does not detect 

the user‟s emotions autonomously. Whereas our system 

detects and performs actions on its own, OriHime eye moves 

only according to user commands. Our focus is for the robot 

to detect, understand, and create action without the users‟ 

specific effort. The second aspect in which our system varies 

from OriHime eye is the use of a humanoid robot. We 

believe that using a robot that is human-like in form would 

allow both the user and their conversation partners to sense 

the reality of a personal avatar, as though the robot is the 

user‟s body. 

III. PILOT STUDY 

The Ex-Amp Robot uses facial expression recognition to 

detect the user‟s real-time emotions. This proposed system is 

specifically targeted towards people who are physically 

paralyzed from the neck down but have full capacity of 

speaking as well as creating precise facial expressions. The 

objective of the system is to enhance users‟ communication 

with a conversation partner by expressing real-time emotion. 

Figure 1 shows the hypothetical target user and the scenario 

in which the Ex-Amp robot system is used. 

We created our first prototype of the Ex-Amp Robot 

system in  [13]. We connected Pepper to Affectiva‟s facial 

expression detection engine [14] for detecting emotions. We 

used onomatopoeic expressions because they are natural and 

easy to understand for Japanese speakers, as Japanese is 

especially rich in phonetic expressions of sensory 

experiences [15]. We chose to use Pepper as our robotic 

body since its form and range of motions were most suitable 

within robots that were readily available to us. 

For the experiment, we visited an adult day-care facility in 

Ayase, Tokyo. The elderly people at this retirement facility 

were chosen as experiment candidates because they were 

close to our ideal target users. As a result of the 

preexperiment interview, most answered that they felt unable 

to move their bodies freely to express themselves using body 

language as compared to before when they were younger and 

more active. Although there is a gap between our 

hypothetical users and experiment candidates, they were the 

closest prospects to our requirements. 

A. Prototype System 

Figure 2 shows the system configuration diagram of the 

system. Affectiva‟s Affdex SDK for iOS allows detection of 

emotional metrics on a mobile platform. Its fast and 

lightweight system allows emotions to be analyzed all within 

the device [16]. The system connects this facial expression 

detection application and Pepper with a MQTT pub/sub 

protocol [17]. Its continuous and instant service allows for 

data signals to be transferred quickly enough to suit the speed 

of a natural conversation. 

In short, the list below describes the system flow: 

1) Camera device uses facial expression detection to 

identify users‟ emotion 

2) Detected emotion data is converted into emotion 

keyword 

3) Keyword is published onto designated MQTT channel 

4) The robot subscribed to the designated MQTT channel 

receives message protocol 

5) Robot performs gestures according to the received 

keyword 

For robot gestures, we utilized the pose and movement 

library for Pepper created by Yoshimoto Kogyo [18]. We 

used a wide variety of refined poses for each detected 
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emotion. With Pepper‟s built-in tablet and LED lighting 

system, we extended the emotion expressions. We added 

ambient signs that represent emotion by setting the LED 

lights to the appropriate emotion color and displaying 

emoticons on the tablet. Pepper‟s human-like size allowed 

conversation partners to feel realism in the robot‟s 

expressions. In total, 

We suggest that you use a text box to insert a graphic 

(which is ideally a 300 dpi TIFF or EPS file, with all 

fonts embedded) because, in an document, this 

method is somewhat more stable than directly 

inserting a picture. 

 Fig. 1. Usage Scenario 

we created 6 sets of different movements and speech for the 

5 emotions. 

B. Prototype Experiment at an Elderly Care Facility 

For the experiment, we had two experimentees sit across 

from each other, one as the user and one as the conversation 

partner. Figure 3 displays the experimentation setup. We had 

the two converse freely for 5 minutes. Every minute, we gave 

the experimentees a topic to talk about, to facilitate an 

efficient conversation. A happy topic, sad topic, surprising 

topic, irritating topic, and a disgusting topic were suggested 

every minute to advocate the 5 emotions. After 5 minutes, we 

had the two experimentees answer their corresponding 

surveys. We did a total of 5 experiments across two days. 

This experiment conducted at the elderly care facility was 

published as part of the 4th International Conference on 

Human-Agent Interaction [19]. Survey results showed that 

both the users and conversation partners believed joy was 

detected and expressed by the system at high ratings. Most 

conversation partners were able to distinguish the 

expressions for the two types of joy. Although results varied, 

most users were in agreement that the robot was able to 

correctly express their emotions. Most conversation partners 

agreed that they were able to understand the emotions that 

the robot expressed as well. All users and conversation 

partners agreed that they enjoyed their conversations using 

the robot system. However, it appeared that conversation 

partners enjoyed the conversation more, being the receivers 

of the robot expressions. 

C. Findings from Prototype 

From this experimentation, we realized that the design of 

the system needed improvement. The iPhone application 

which showed the user‟s face on the screen distracted some 

users. Oppositely, some had no interest in the iPhone camera, 

and kept going out of frame. Furthermore, there were several 

false recognitions, especially in disgust due to the low angle 

of the camera and the elderly people‟s facial features. 

Experiment results with elderly members showed that the 

system was successful at amplifying users‟ happy emotions. 

 

 Fig. 2. System configuration diagram of prototype 

However, during a sad conversation context, the system was 

inefficient at detecting the users‟ sad emotions. Not limited 

to just elderly users, people in general show smiles while 

conversing with others, even when the content of the 

conversation is negative. In such instances, we found that 

multi-modal features were necessary for emotion recognition 

to decrease the amount of false detections. If the system 

could understand the content of the conversation and adjust 

for the gap between users‟ facial expressions and what the 

user is saying, it would greatly improve the reliability of the 

robotic system. 

IV. MULTI-MODAL EXTENSION 

To improve the system, we sought to add a sentiment 

analysis feature that would pick up on the context of the 

user‟s conversation. We chose to use speech recognition and 

extract the polarity of the detected words, by matching them 

with a polarity dictionary. Understanding the context of the 

conversation is important for decreasing false recognitions. If 

the robot could filter and decide what facial expressions do 

not match the conversation context, the system could 

hypothetically decrease the amount of false actions and avoid 

negatively disrupting the conversation. In this way, our target 

with making the Ex-Amp Robot multi-modal was to improve 

the system to fit the user‟s conversations more naturally. 

We also improved our original system by changing the 

location of the camera, while still using the Affdex software 
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for facial expression detection. Since the iPhone in the 

previous design was a hindrance to the users, we refined the 

physical system design to have less distractions. We changed 

the camera source from an iPhone camera to a smaller 

external webcam. We used Affectiva‟s Mac OS X SDK for 

the facial recognition instead. 

For conversational context recognition, we used Julius, an 

open source software for speech recognition [20]. This 

software recognizes Japanese vocabulary in real-time, at high 

speed. We matched the detected words with the Japanese 

 

 Fig. 3. Experimentation setup at elderly care center 

Sentiment Polarity Dictionary by Inui and Okazaki Labratory 

at Tohoku University [21]. We used a verb polarity 

dictionary and a noun polarity dictionary for our system. 

Figure 4 shows the new system configuration diagram. 

When the detected emotion exceeds a set threshold, an action 

command is sent to the robot. The connecting system design 

is the same as described in the previous prototype. For each 

emotion: joy, anger, surprise, sadness, and disgust, we 

created three sets of robot actions, totaling up to 15 available 

emotion actions. One of the three robot actions are chosen at 

random to express the emotion. 

At the same time, speech recognition is carried out on a 

different program module, using a microphone, speech 

recognition software, and polarity dictionaries. Upon speech 

recognition, detected words are matched with the dictionaries 

to identify the polarity of the word. This information helps 

the system understand the positivity or negativity of the 

conversation, helping it to understand the context of the 

conversation. 

Julius distinguishes an end of a detection period when 

there is a pause in speech. Polarity is extracted in the form of 

polarity points. Each detected word is matched with the 

dictionary, and the points are added up. The polarity points 

are used to manipulate the threshold of the emotion value. 

For example, when +1.0 polarity point is calculated, the 

threshold for joy decreases and the threshold for sadness, 

anger, and disgust which suggest negativity are increased. 

Polarity points are cumulative throughout the entire 

conversation, and can be either positive or negative. 

Understanding the negativity or positivity of a conversation 

helps the system to distinguish true emotion detection. 

Based on the emotion information, the robot expresses 

emotions using pattern variations of LED colors, tablet 

display, movement, speech, and voice. While in the previous 

version, we displayed pictures of abstract faces expressing 

the emotions, we change the tablet display in the new version 

to solid colors to induce a more ambient effect. Figure 5 

shows three of the emotions and robot reactions. 

 

 Fig. 4. Multi-modal system configuration diagram 

V. COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION 

We conducted a comparative experiment in which the 

experimentees conversed without the robot to determine the 

validity of survey answers. Moreover, we purposefully 

arranged the experiment so that the users were unable to 

move, and not just imagining the immobility. 

A. Experimentation Method 

We restricted the user experimentees from being able to 

move by taping duct tape around their arms and legs (with 

their approval). By enforcing immobility, they were made to 

stand in our hypothetical user‟s shoes and desire to express. 

After a 7 minute conversation with no robot intermediate, 

we had experimentees converse with the Ex-Amp Robot for 

another 7 minutes. We extended the conversation time to 7 

minutes to gather more data within the experiment. However, 

we minded a shorter set of time to sustain the level of 

conversation. Duncan‟s face-to-face interaction research also 

suggests that seven minute interactions are appropriate for a 

natural conversation period [22]. Figure 6 shows the 

experimentation scene with and without the robot. 
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After both sessions were finished, we had both the user 

and conversation partner answer survey questions. A total of 

10 people cooperated in the experiment. 

The post experiment questionnaire was designed in a 5 

point likert scale, similar to our experiment at the elderly 

care center. A list of questions were asked to be answered on 

a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was „Strongly Disagree‟ and 5 was 

„Strongly Agree‟. We designed the questionnaire to elicit 

subjective, honest answers by anchoring and adjusting parts 

of the survey questions [23] [24]. Since it is proven that 

visual survey design influences user‟s tendencies to score 

higher or lower [25], we decided to provide only the 

questions, instructions, and a pen and paper. 

B. Experimentation Results 

Table II and III shows the survey questions and results for 

the user and conversation partner answered after an 

 

 Fig. 5. Improved robot action examples 

experiment without the system. Table IV and V summarizes 

survey questions and results answered by the user and 

conversation partner after using the Ex-Amp Robot. The 

average answer rating and standard deviations are calculated 

for each question. 

From the post experiment questionnaire, we saw that users 

were able to express happiness with the robot. While only 

30% of respondents strongly agreed that they were able to 

express happiness without the robot, 50% of respondents 

strongly agreed that they were able to express happiness with 

the robot. We also see an increase in high ratings for 

surprise. We could not see as big of changes in expressing 

anger and sadness within the conversation. 

From the conversation partner‟s point of view, the robot 

seemed to have a significant effect on expressing joy. While 

only 20% of respondents strongly agreed that they were able 

to read the user‟s happy emotions without the robot, 60% of 

respondents strongly agreed that there were able to 

understand the user‟s emotions with the help of the robot 

system. Surprise was also better received with the robot. 

There was a subtle increase in reading anger and sadness. 

Overall, users answered that they were able to expand the 

realm of their expression using the robot, and conversation 

partners were able to feel that the limitation of the user‟s 

expressiveness was reduced with the Ex-Amp system. The 

majority felt that the robot functioned when they wanted it to 

move, and did not disrupt the conversation. 

C. Effect of Sentiment Polarity Analysis 

We examined the sentiment polarity analysis (SPA) 

feature to see its effect on emotion detection. Three 

experimentees spoke 5 minutes using the Ex-Amp Robot 

with the SPA turned on, and another 5 minutes with the SPA 

turned off. Experimentees were told to speak on a positive 

topic for both turns. They were not notified of the purpose of 

the test. The results are as shown in Table VI. The numbers 

represent the amount of times a reaction of the emotion was 

made by the Ex-Amp Robot. 

According to Human-Machine Interaction Network on 

Emotion (HUMAINE) [26], disgust, sadness, and anger are 

negative emotions, joy is positive, and surprise can have any 

valance. When we calculated using this as a measure, we can 

 

 Fig. 6. Experimentation scene with and without robot 

see that, for Ex. 1, the amount of negative reactions 

decreased from 6 to 2. For Ex. 2, 7 negatives emotion 

reactions became 2, and for Ex. 3, 1 became 0. From this 

experiment, we can see that polarity sentiment analysis can 

have a significant effect on the emotion detection. 

D. Discussion 

The comparative experiment results showed that there was 

significant difference in the conversations with and without 

the robot, for both the users and the conversation partners. 

After using the robot, 60% of the users agreed that they were 

able to expand their realm of expressions (Table IV). This is 

most likely a result of the robot‟s undistuptive design which 

received good ratings on Q8 of Table IV. It was important to 

design the robot to react quickly and express simply. 

Since the amount of body language use varies between 

cultures [27], we found that the amount of restriction 
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necessary varied on the physical expressiveness of the 

person. Therefore, there was not a distinguishable difference 

in outcome of Q2 of Table II and Q6 of Table IV. 

As with the last experiment, it is unusual that a person 

becomes extremely sad or angry within a 7 minute 

conversation. We did not force experimentees to express fake 

emotions deliberately just for the experiment to prove the 

system‟s use in a casual conversation. Therefore, we do not 

see high ratings for strongly agree on Q4 and Q5 in Table II, 

Q2 and Q3 in Table IV, Q2 and Q3 on Table III and on Q2 

and Q3 on Table V. If the user were to use this system for a 

longer period of time, the range of emotions could expand. 

With that, the frequency of robot reactions may also need to 

be changed. Even if a user used the system for 7 minutes and 

did not feel that it was annoying, if the robot expressed as 

many emotions for 12 consecutive hours, the robot actions 

may be excessive. The current system allows for flexible 

personalization to match the specific user‟s needs. As a 

personal robot, it is configured so that the user can easily 

change parts such as the robot‟s verbal expressions and 

frequency. Moreover, we also realized that some users may 

not want their negative expressions to be amplified, and only 

amplify the good. For some, it may make them even more 

angry if the robot expressed anger besides them. On the other 

hand, it may alleviate their anger for other users. This system 

has more than one use, and it may match with certain users 

more than others. 

Lastly, there were some opinions regarding whether or not 

the vocal expressions of the robot were necessary. There may 

be no need for the robot to speak if the users can speak for 

themselves. However, it was necessary with Pepper because 

a sudden movement of a silent large size robot was uncanny. 

If the system was made on a slightly smaller robot, 

structuring the system without vocal effects may be an 

option. 

Key takeaways from the addition of verbal sentiment 

analysis feature to the Ex-Amp Robot system were the 

following: the system is able to recognize the conversation 

context, false recognition (over-detection) of user emotion 

decreased, and the timing of robot reactions were relatively 

non-disruptive to the conversation. 
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TABLE 

IISURVEY 

QUESTIONS 

AND THE 

RESPONSES 

ANSWERED 

BY USERS 

WITHOUT 

THE ROBOT 

ON A 1 TO 5 
SCALE 

Question 5 4 3 2 1 NA Ave. SD 
1. Were you able to express yourself being physically restricted? 10 40 30 20 0 0 3.4 0.96 
2. Did you feel stressed being unable to move? 40 50 10 0 0 0 4.3 0.67 
3. Were you able to express happiness? 30 30 30 10 0 0 3.8 1.03 
4. Were you able to express anger? 0 0 30 50 20 0 2.1 0.73 
5. Were you able to express sadness? 0 20 20 30 30 0 2.3 1.15 
6. Were you able to express surprise? 10 20 20 50 0 0 2.9 1.10 

5: Strongly Agree, 4: Agree, 3: Neither Agree nor Disagree, 2: Disagree, 1: Strongly Disagree, 
N/A: Non-Applicable. *Number ratings shown in percentages of total poll 

TABLE III 

SURVEY 

QUESTIONS 

AND THE 

RESPONSES 

ANSWERED 

BY 

CONVERSATI

ON PARTNERS 

WITHOUT THE 

ROBOT ON A 1 

TO 5 SCALE 

Question 5 4 3 2 1 NA Ave. SD 
1. Did you understand the user‟s happy emotions? 20 70 10 0 0 0 4.1 0.56 
2. Did you understand the user‟s angry emotions? 10 10 30 40 0 10 2.9 1.05 
3. Did you understand the user‟s sad emotions? 10 10 50 30 0 0 3.0 0.94 
4. Did you understand the user‟s surprised emotions? 20 30 50 0 0 0 3.7 0.82 
5. Did you feel a limitation on the user‟s expressiveness? 30 60 10 0 0 0 4.2 0.63 
6. Did the physical restriction make the conversation unnatural? 30 40 30 0 0 0 4.0 0.81 

5 point scale 

indicates the 

same answer 

as Table II. 

*Number ratings shown in percentages of total poll 

TABLE IVURVEY QUESTIONS AND THE RESPONSES ANSWERED BY USERS WITH THE ROBOT ON A 1 TO 5 SCALE 

Question 5 4 3 2 1 NA Ave. SD 
1. Were you able to express happiness? 50 40 10 0 0 0 4.4 0.69 
2. Were you able to express anger? 0 10 20 40 20 10 2.2 0.97 
3. Were you able to express sadness? 0 20 40 10 20 10 2.6 1.11 
4. Were you able to express surprise? 20 20 40 10 10 0 3.3 1.25 
5. Did the realm of your expression expand using the robot? 0 60 20 20 0 0 3.4 0.84 
6. Did the robot lessen the burden you felt being physically restricted? 0 40 40 20 0 0 3.2 0.78 
7. Did the robot move when you wanted it to move? 30 40 10 20 0 0 3.8 1.13 
8. Did the robot disrupt the conversation? 0 10 20 30 40 0 2 1.05 
9. Did you enjoy the conversation with the robot intermediate? 70 20 10 0 0 0 4.6 0.69 

5 point scale indicates the same answer as Table II. *Number ratings shown in percentages of total poll 

TABLE V 

SURVEY 

QUESTIONS 

AND THE 

RESPONSES 

ANSWERED 

BY 

CONVERSA

TION 

PARTNERS 

WITH THE 

ROBOT ON 

A 1 TO 5 
SCALE 

Question 5 4 3 2 1 NA Ave. SD 
1. Did you understand the user‟s happy emotions? 60 40 0 0 0 0 4.6 0.51 
2. Did you understand the user‟s angry emotions? 10 30 30 10 0 20 3.5 0.92 
3. Did you understand the user‟s sad emotions? 0 40 30 20 0 10 3.2 0.83 
4. Did you understand the user‟s surprised emotions? 40 40 20 0 0 0 4.2 0.78 
5. Did the robot help amplify the user‟s emotions? 30 60 10 0 0 0 4.2 0.63 
6. Did the addition of physical movement in the conversation make 

the conversation more natural? 
50 40 10 0 0 0 4.4 0.69 

7. Were you able to enjoy the conversation with the robot 

intermediate? 
70 20 10 0 0 0 4.6 0.69 

5 point scale indicates the same answer as Table II. *Number ratings shown in percentages of total poll 
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The combined Ex-Amp Robot system collected good 

impressions on experimentees, and was a meaningful system 

to express emotions. Although the system is capable of 

expressing negative expressions such as anger and sadness, it 

is evident that most people try not to show anger and sadness 

in a conversation. Therefore, what is truly needed to improve 

this system may be a more abundant library for expressing 

finely classified positive expressions. 

E. Research Limitations 

Although we were able to collect valuable feedback from 

experiments, we were unable to conduct our experiment on 

our true hypothetical users who have motor disabilities. 

However, with this, we were able to see that this system is 

not limited to use by users with motor disabiities, but also 

those who desire an expressive personal robot. 

In terms of system technicalities, cultural influences may 

have played a role in emotion detection via facial 

expressions. Although Affdex uses data points gathered from 

3.9 million faces from over 75 countries [14], the result is 

averaged into a global expression standard. Studies show that 

Japanese facial expressions are limited compared to 

expressions made by American people [28]. This gap 

between a global system and Japanese users may have been 

an obstacle for our experiments. 

For future work, we would like to improve the multi-

modal emotion recognition system as well as create a bigger 

library 
TABLE VI 

SENTIMENT POLARITY ANALYSIS ACROSS THREE EXPERIMENTEES 
Ex.1 Emotion Without 

SPA 
With 

SPA 
Joy 22 20 

Surprise 4 3 
Sadness 0 0 
Disgust 6 2 
Anger 0 0 

Ex. 2 Emotion Without 

SPA 
With 

SPA 
Joy 17 20 

Surprise 5 9 
Sadness 0 1 
Disgust 6 1 
Anger 1 0 

Ex. 3 Emotion Without 

SPA 
With 

SPA 
Joy 14 16 

Surprise 4 3 
Sadness 0 0 
Disgust 1 0 
Anger 0 0 

of robot actions for specific emotions. This system can be 

used in a remote setting as well. 

We, human beings, can recognize another person‟s 

emotions by looking at facial cues, body language, vocal 

tones, and speech content. However, upon research, methods 

other than facial expression recognition were still either 

systematically underdeveloped or unavailable for wide use. 

Combining radio signal emotion recognition technology [29], 

vocal tone analysis [30] or contactless vital biosensor [31] 

with our system could increase the accuracy of emotion 

detection. Just as a human being processes others‟ emotions 

with our 5 senses and knowledge, the system must detect 

emotion from various angles to extract correct information. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research, we proposed a robotic system that can 

express detected emotions of users using visual sensing, 

sound recognition, and a humanoid robot. Through 

experimentation, we saw that users of the system held 

positive impressions on the speed and effect of robotic 

expressions within the conversation. We see that with 

improvements on the variations of robot expressions and 

emotion detection, the system can be used more widely to 

suit anyone who wishes to have their emotions expressed to 

aid communication. 
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